Revising History

An unexpected link between indigenous peoples in Australasia and the Amazon is inspiring a new hypothesis about the original Americans.

MORE »

Scoring the Top Spots—Again

A surprise visit from a New England Patriots player put this year’s U.S. News rankings in perspective.

MORE »

Sugar Coated

A new study illuminates how diabetes takes an overlooked toll on brain health.

MORE »

Featured Events

07.28.15 Compass: Navigating career and professional development. HSDM, 9:30 a.m.

07.29.15 Talks@12: Opioid Crisis. Walter Amph., TMEC, noon.

Full Calendar

Awards and Recognitions

Dean’s Blog

Harvard Medicine Magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Compass Blog

Changing Faces in PME

This fall, MD students will find new faces within the leadership of two of the School’s academic societies.